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Abstract
This report introduces Enmotus and FuzeDrive technology in an integrated architecture with
NetApp® E-Series arrays. Included are detailed architecture examples and configuration
options to address common workloads that run in every data center.
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1 Introduction
Flash media is changing the data center. Flash is being deployed within servers as internal storage; in
network-based platforms such as all-flash arrays; or as hybrid arrays, which today typically means flash
combined with spinning media. The changes are happening faster than most IT organizations can afford
to adopt, but the demand continues for business to keep pace with the speeds that the newer
technologies provide.
History shows that new ideas and media changes typically happen first in the devices that are farthest
from the data center. It was the case with solid-state drives (SSDs), which were available in laptops
before they became standard in servers, and we’re now experiencing them in all-flash arrays. The same
thing is happening with newer, faster next-generation flash media.
To address this situation, NetApp is partnering with Enmotus, Inc., to deliver a storage tiering solution that
helps IT environments bridge the gap between technologies at an affordable price. It can also target the
applications that need the newer technology while leveraging existing infrastructure.
Storage tiering is an approach whereby data lives on and moves between tiers; data is not cached. The
storage system can be configured with multiple tiers of storage that use various media types (for
example, SSDs, SAS disk drives, and NL-SAS disk drives). Data is transferred automatically between
tiers, placing frequently accessed data on high-performance media and migrating rarely accessed data to
lower-cost media.
The solution is server-based software that combines LUNs from two different storage performance tiers
into a single drive, called a FuzeDrive. The storage LUNs for the FuzeDrive can come from either a
NetApp E-Series storage array or from within the server, as direct-attached storage combined with the
slower, higher-capacity tier on E-Series. The LUNs presented to the server are fused together with the
installed Enmotus software and are presented to the server’s operating system as a single volume or
mount point.
Figure 1 provides a high-level view of the configurations that were investigated and validated as part of
creating this technical report.
Figure 1) NetApp E-Series and EF-Series integrated with Enmotus FuzeDrive technology.
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Initial performance of the FuzeDrive volume can be at the faster tier or the slower tier, and the Enmotus
autotiering algorithms manage data movement, up and down. Over time, the data lives across both tiers,
but frequently accessed data always lives in the fast tier.
Table 1 provides high-level results with Enmotus. The first row is the E-Series E2724 10K SAS hard disk
drive (HDD)–only baseline. Each subsequent row reflects the baseline HDD LUNs fused with higherperformance tier LUNs located in the E2700 and in the host server. The workload was generated by using
a database simulation tool that was running an 80% read and 20% write workload. For details, see
subsequent sections in this report.
Table 1) High-level performance measurements with an 80% read and 20% write workload.

Configuration

Workload and Measured
Database
Performance
Size

IOPS vs.
Baseline

HDD LUN in E-Series

80/20 32KB
and 40GB

5,000 IOPS
14ms latency

Tier adding SSD LUN in
E-Series

80/20 32KB
and 40GB

35,000 IOPS
8ms latency

700% IOPS
increase

60% latency
decrease

Tier adding SSD in server

80/20 32KB
and 40GB

75,000 IOPS
7ms latency

1500% IOPS
increase

50% latency
decrease

Tier adding NVMe card in
server

80/20 32KB
and 40GB

80,000 IOPS
6ms latency

1600% IOPS
increase

43% latency
decrease

N/A

Latency vs.
Baseline

N/A

2 Enmotus Overview
Data tiering has become an important requirement for virtual storage in the enterprise storage market,
especially when a large amount of data is involved. Tiering helps place the data in the optimal tier based
on usage patterns and intelligent algorithms.
NetApp recommends Enmotus as the tiering solution for E-Series storage arrays, and extensive testing
and analysis of the solution on E-Series have provided excellent results. This report includes basic setup
instructions, use cases, configuration details, test results, and fault-tolerance information.
Common database workloads were selected as our primary use cases to show the advantage that
Enmotus and E-Series provide. We specifically concentrated on TPC-E and TPC-C transactional
database workloads.

2.1

Software Installation

Enmotus is supported on both Microsoft Windows and Linux operating systems, but for the purposes of
this report, all details are shown by using Windows. Full details for the Linux installation are provided in
the Enmotus FuzeDrive Installation Guide, which is available on the Enmotus website.
A single Windows executable installer package is used for all supported versions of Windows Server.
After the installer package has been obtained, the executable can be used to install all Enmotus utilities.
More detailed installation instructions can be found at http://www.enmotus.com/netapp. This web link
contains resources for users, including the official Microsoft Windows Installation and User Guide that
was created by Enmotus.
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2.2

Enmotus Installed Utilities

Enmotus installs a set of utilities that enables server administrators to create and manage FuzeDrives.
The eConfig wizard and the eLiveMonitor application are the most used utilities. These utilities are briefly
described in the following subsections.

eConfig Wizard
The eConfig wizard is used to create or delete tiers and to modify the policy setting of a tier.
eConfig allows a user to create a simple FuzeDrive that combines a single SSD LUN with an HDD LUN.
The user clicks the Create Data FuzeDrive option as shown in Figure 2, then selects which SSD and HDD
LUNs (Windows drives) to use in forming a FuzeDrive.
Figure 2) Enmotus eConfig wizard.

A FuzeDrive can also combine multiple fast drives (LUNs) and multiple slow drives (LUNs) into a single
FuzeDrive. When multiple drives for fast and slow media are used, they can be concatenated or striped.
In the concatenated case, the first drive populates the lower Logical Block Access (LBA) range for a
FuzeDrive. When the striped option is selected, data is striped across all the fast or slow media drives as
configured.
In the case in which data already exists on one drive, that drive can be converted into a FuzeDrive while
preserving the data that is present on the slow media.
During FuzeDrive creation, a user can modify the settings of the FuzeDrive by using the Create Options
feature. A few of these parameters must be set only during FuzeDrive creation, but many parameters can
be changed at any time. Figure 3 shows the full range of options that are available to the user.
Further details about the tunable components can be found in the FuzeDrive User Guide at
http://www.enmotus.com/netapp.
Note:
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Figure 3) Tunable components for FuzeDrive.

eLiveMonitor
The eLiveMonitor is a useful utility to monitor the near-real-time read/write operations and the relative
mapping of the SSD versus HDD portions of a tiered virtual disk.
An example screenshot of the Region View is shown in Figure 4. Further details about the tunable
components can be found in the FuzeDrive User Guide on the Enmotus website.
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Figure 4) Enmotus eLiveMonitor example.

The eLiveMonitor region display provides a capacity-based view of the FuzeDrive. The horizontal axis
shows the FuzeDrive capacity as 64 red or blue bar graphs. In Figure 4, the vertical axis is shown with
IOPS, but it can be configured to show megabytes per second, cumulative IOPS, or cumulative
megabytes.
The color coding of each bar indicates the amount of fast and slow media used for each 1/64th of the
capacity. Red indicates fast media, and blue indicates slow media. This display provides an indicator of
where the FuzeDrive is automatically placing the fast media (that is, the fast tier). The FuzeDrive moves
pages of 4MB, so it is not possible to show each page in a summary display; however, this view provides
a good summary of the placement.
From time to time, you will observe a light-blue section within the blue section of the bar graph. The
lighter color indicates pending promotions from the slow region to the fast region. The Region View might
also contain green lines that indicate writes and blue lines that indicate active reads. Hovering the mouse
over any bar provides the workload statistics for that segment of the capacity.
Further details about the tunable components can be found in the FuzeDrive User Guide at
http://www.enmotus.com/netapp.
The Activity View can be selected, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5) Enmotus Activity View selection.

The Activity View provides a time-based view of data transfers on the FuzeDrive, as shown in Figure 6.
With the Activity View, the user can see the performance over the past few minutes to an hour for various
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measurements (IOPS, megabytes per second, fast media hit rate percentage). The display can also be
customized to show or combine the reads/writes for the fast or slow media. This tool is very helpful to see
when data is warming.
Figure 6) eLiveMonitor activity display.

eCmd
By using the Enmotus ecmd.exe command-line utility, the Enmotus software can be managed entirely by
command line without the use of graphical utilities. All commands require a Windows Command Prompt
window or PowerShell window with administrator privileges.
Further details about the eCmd CLI can be found in the FuzeDrive User Guide at
http://www.enmotus.com/netapp.

eNotify
The eNotify utility (Figure 7) adds a background monitoring capability that polls the tiering engine for
changes in status and FuzeDrive errors and provides some basic setup options for monitoring.
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Figure 7) Enmotus eNotify.

ePerform
ePerform is a basic host read performance profile tool that samples disk I/O performance across a
selected volume’s addressable range and displays the performance levels for that area of the FuzeDrive.
This tool provides a quick, at-a-glance view of where the fast and slow media are distributed across the
volume.

FuzeDrive Activity Monitor Log Files
The FuzeDrive Enterprise version also logs information every 5 minutes for each FuzeDrive in a textbased activity log in the folder C:\Program Files (x86)\Enmotus\Logs\Activity. The default
setting has this feature disabled. It can be turned on by using the eNotify utility as shown in Figure 8. Both
Logging Enabled and Write to File must be selected to enable logging.
Figure 8) Enmotus activity monitor log.

Enmotus also allows users to manually force or “pin” files to the fast or slow media. Users can pin files by
using an add-on to the Windows file browser, as shown in Figure 9, and by right-clicking the file of
interest. The FuzeDrive extension can be selected from the drop-down list that shows the file-pinning
options. File pinning can be applied to pin a file to the slow or to the fast media and is sustained for
several selectable time periods. Enmotus also offers a command-line file-pinning interface that can be
used in scripts.
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Figure 9) Example of the file-pinning tool added to Windows file browser.

More details about file pinning can be found in the FuzeDrive User Guide at
http://www.enmotus.com/netapp.

3 Use Case Detail
Enmotus FuzeDrive software accelerates data access by combining pools of physical storage devices.
The fast tier can comprise SSDs or NVMe devices, and the slower tier can be high-capacity, low-cost
hard disk drives (HDDs). FuzeDrives are implemented entirely in the host kernel driver layer. Therefore,
any standard disk or storage management tools can be used because a FuzeDrive appears to the
operating system as a single physical disk.
TPC tests prove to be an ideal benchmark to show the advantages that Enmotus and tiering provide on
the NetApp E-Series platform. TPC simulates complete computing environments in which a user
population executes transactions against databases. The Microsoft SQL Server testing workloads that we
used are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2) SQL Server configurations that were tested.

Workload Type

TPC Test

Read/Write Ratio

TPC-C

~80/20

TPC-E

~90/10

OLTP

3.1

TPC-C

TPC-C simulates a complete computing environment in which a user population executes transactions
against a database. The benchmark is centered around the principal activities (transactions) of an orderentry environment. These transactions include entering and delivering orders, recording payments,
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checking the status of orders, and monitoring the level of stock at the warehouses. Although the
benchmark portrays the activity of a wholesale supplier, TPC-C is not limited to the activity of any
particular business segment. Rather, it represents any industry that must manage, sell, or distribute a
product or service.
TPC-C workloads, a mix of writes and reads, help us understand how Enmotus handles both
simultaneously. It also provides insight into how warm-up for reads works in comparison with warm-up for
reads and writes, presenting an exciting and compelling functionality of Enmotus tiering.

3.2

TPC-E

TPC-E is an OLTP workload that was developed by the TPC. The TPC-E benchmark uses a database to
model a brokerage firm with customers who generate transactions that are related to trades, account
inquiries, and market research. The brokerage firm in turn interacts with financial markets to execute
orders on behalf of the customers and updates relevant account information.
The benchmark is scalable, meaning that the number of customers that is defined for the brokerage firm
can be varied to represent the workloads of different-size businesses. The benchmark defines the
required mix of transactions that the benchmark must maintain. The TPC-E metric is given in transactions
per second (tps). It specifically refers to the number of Trade-Result transactions that the server can
sustain over a period of time.
Although the underlying business model of TPC-E is a brokerage firm, the database schema, data
population, transactions, and implementation rules have been designed to broadly represent modern
OLTP systems.
The TPC-E benchmark was selected to understand how Enmotus and tiering in general behave in a highread environment.

4 Configuration Details
Because tiering on NetApp E-Series is a new concept, to show the potential configurations and the
advantages of each, this section is divided into three parts.


The first section (E-Series Based Slow and Fast Tier) is our traditional and most common
configuration, in which both the slow tier (HDD) and the fast tier (SSD) are on the E-Series storage
array.



The second section (4.2) provides an interesting and compelling option to use server-based SSD, in
case the E-Series storage array does not have any open slots for drives.



The third and most exciting opportunity (4.3) is being able to tier E-Series drives with server-based
NVMe drives. This capability provides a method to leverage NVMe technology with the E-Series
platform.

4.1

E-Series Based Slow and Fast Tiers

This section covers configuration and setup details for both TPC-C and TPC-E workloads, when both the
slow and fast media are on the E-Series storage array. Section 5 covers Performance Analysis.

TPC-C Setup and Configuration
The procedure to set up TPC-C with Enmotus is similar to how it would be done with E-Series LUNs that
are presented to the Windows host. To show how easy it is to configure and use Enmotus, this section
highlights the configuration details and explains the setup. The basic rules and principles that are
explained here apply to any setup or application that leverages Enmotus to provide tiering-based
acceleration on the E-Series array.
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Setup
The setup explanation for TPC-C with Enmotus is divided into two sections, one that covers the E-Series
Setup and one that covers the Enmotus and Host Setup.
E-Series Setup with HDD and SSD in a Storage Array
Table 3 is an overview of the TPC-C database requirements. A collection of eight simple volumes (ESeries volumes to be fused) with database files of approximately 60GB each were stored along with two
simple volumes each for the tempdb and tpcc_log. (E-Series volumes are not part of a FuzeDrive.)
The tempdb volume was ~90GB and the tpcc log volume was ~7GB.
Table 3) TPC-C setup requirements.

Volume Type

Size

Required Number

Data volumes (vol_data01 to
vol_data08)

60GB

8

tempdb

90GB

1

tpcc_log

7GB

1

Given that the database file sizes were known, volumes were created on the E-Series storage array with
higher capacities than the required sizes, as shown in Table 4.
Two points should be noted:


A single large volume could be created on the E-Series storage array, from which eight simple
volumes could be created on the Windows host to handle vol_data01 to vol_data08. NetApp
does not recommend this approach, however, because the workload should be spread across
controller A and controller B.



NetApp recommends that the tempdb and log files be separate volumes with a capacity slightly
higher than the required amount, as shown in Table 4. The tempdb and log files are not part of the
FuzeDrive for the purposes of this TR, but they can be if necessary.

Table 4) Volume and database file layout for TPC-C on E-Series.

Controller

Volume
Group/
Dynamic Disk
Pool

E-Series Volumes

E-Series Volume Size Configuration Type

Controller A

DDP_1

vol_data01

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

vol_data02

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

vol_data03

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

vol_data04

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

HDD_VG_1

tpcc_log

250GB

Vol Group—RAID 10

DDP_1

vol_data05

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

vol_data06

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

vol_data07

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

vol_data08

100GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

Controller B
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HDD_VG_1

tempdb

500GB

Vol Group—RAID 10

Along with the required volumes for TPC-C, SSD volumes are required to provide the fast tier. It is
important to note that the SSD capacity that is assigned is usable with Enmotus. The total available
capacity for the FuzeDrive is the sum of the volumes that make up the slow tier and the fast tier minus
metadata space.
For the purposes of this section, we tested with two SSD capacities, 740GB and 200GB. This approach
was to show how Enmotus handles and promotes data when presented with different sizes of fast tiers.
Note:

We used 740GB because it was the approximate usable capacity of two 800GB SSDs in a RAID
10 volume group.

Table 5 shows the setup of the fast tier on the E-Series storage array.
Table 5) SSD region of a FuzeDrive for TPC-C.

Controller

Volume
Group/
Dynamic Disk
Pool

E-Series Volumes

E-Series Volume Size Configuration Type

Controller A

SSD_VG_1

vol_ssd_1

184GB

Vol Group—RAID 10

vol_ssd_2

184GB

Vol Group—RAID 10

vol_ssd_3

184GB

Vol Group—RAID 10

vol_ssd_4

184GB

Vol Group—RAID 10

Controller B

Figure 10 is a pictorial presentation of this setup to better understand the concept of the FuzeDrive.
Figure 10) TPC-C configuration diagram.
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Enmotus and Host Setup
The previous section gave us insight into the overall configuration and setup from the E-Series
perspective. The following steps provide an overview of the Enmotus setup and FuzeDrive creation on
the Windows host:
1. After mapping the LUNs to the Windows host, confirm that all LUNs (Windows disks) are visible in
Disk Management. We used eight HDD LUNs from DDP_1 and four SSD LUNs from SSD_VG_1 to
build the FuzeDrive as shown in Figure 10.
Note:

At this point, the LUNs were presented as Not Initialized and Unallocated, as shown in Figure
11.

Figure 11) LUN in Disk Management.

2. Open the eConfig (eConfig Wizard) utility to set up the FuzeDrive.
Note:

All the activities that are carried out in eConfig can also be performed by using the command
line with the eCmd utility.

3. In eConfig, select Create Data FuzeDrive as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12) Creating a new FuzeDrive.

4. To create the FuzeDrive with all the default settings, click Create and select the eight HDDs along
with four SSDs, as shown in Figure 13. To modify the default settings, click Create Options (further
details can be found in the eConfig Wizard section).
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Figure 13) Drive selection to create a FuzeDrive.

Note:

The slow drives are labeled as HDD, and the fast drives are labeled as SSD. It is important to
select the HDDs under the Slow checkbox and the SSDs under the Fast checkbox.

5. When the FuzeDrive has been created, each of the individual disks is grayed out as shown in Figure
14, and a new disk of the combined capacities is created as shown in Figure 15.
Figure 14) Grayed-out individual disks.

Figure 15) FuzeDrive with combined capacities.

Note:
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Figure 16) FuzeDrive properties.

6. Use the FuzeDrive in Figure 15 to create Simple Volumes as you would with any normal Windows
volume. The overall capacity for the FuzeDrive is divided to create dbData1 to dbData8 as
represented in Figure 10.

TPC-E Setup and Configuration
The procedure to set up TPC-E with Enmotus is similar to how it would be done with E-Series LUNs that
are presented to the Windows host and to the TPC-C Setup explained earlier. To demonstrate how easy
it is to configure and use Enmotus, this section highlights the configuration details and explains the setup.
The basic rules and principles that are explained here apply to any setup or application that leverages
Enmotus to provide tiering-based acceleration on the E-Series array.

E-Series Setup
Table 6 highlights the TPC-E setup requirements. A TPC-E database requires a collection of eight simple
volumes of varying sizes, as shown in Table 6, plus the tempdb and tpce_log volumes. The larger
volumes have database files of 200GB, and the smaller volumes have files of 45GB.
Table 6) TPC-E setup requirements.

Volume Type

Size

Required Number

Data volumes (vol_data01 to vol_data04)

200GB

4

Data volumes (vol_data05 to vol_data08)

45GB

4

tempdb

90GB

1

tpce_log

7GB

1

Two points should be considered:
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The individual data volumes are fused together by Enmotus, so a single E-Series volume could
handle the growing and scaling volumes. NetApp does not recommend this approach, however,
because the workload should be spread across both Controller A and B.
Note:



Two large volumes can be used instead if required, one each on Controller A and B.

It is recommended to have your tempdb and log files as separate volumes with a higher capacity
than the required amount, as shown in Table 7. The tempdb and log file are not part of the FuzeDrive
for the consideration of this TR but can be if required.

As the database file sizes were known, we created volumes on the E-Series storage array, higher in
capacity than the specified amount as listed in Table 7.
Table 7) Volume and Database File Layout for TPCE on E-Series

Controller

Volume
Group/
Dynamic Disk
Pool

E-Series Volumes

E-Series Volume Size Confit Type

Controller A

DDP_1

growing_1

250 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

growing_2

250 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

scaling_1

50 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

scaling_2

50 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

HDD_VG_1

tpce_log

250 GB

Vol Group - RAID 10

DDP_1

growing_3

250 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

growing_4

250 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

scaling_3

50 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

scaling_4

50 GB

Dynamic Disk Pool

tempdb

500 GB

Vol Group - RAID 10

Controller B

HDD_VG_1

Along with the required volumes for TPCE, SSD volumes are required to provide the fast tier. Note that,
the SSD capacity assigned in usable and total available capacity will be the sum of the volumes which will
comprise the slow tier and fast tier minus a small overhead for metadata.
For the purpose of TPCE testing and this section, 740 GB of SSD media was selected to be the fast tier.
Note:

740 GB was used because this is the approximate usable capacity of two 800-GB SSD’s in a
RAID 10 volume group.

Table 8 shows the setup of the fast tier on the E-Series storage array.
Table 8) SSD Region of FuzeDrive for TPCE

Controller

Volume Group/
Dynamic Disk
Pool

E-Series Volumes

E-Series Volume Size

Controller A

SSD_VG_1

vol_ssd_1

184 GB

vol_ssd_2

184 GB

vol_ssd_3

184 GB

Controller B
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vol_ssd_4
Note:

184 GB

It is possible to have just 2*368 GB volumes, one each on controller A and B. The performance
will not be affected as long as the workload is divided equally across both controllers.

Figure 17 is a pictorial presentation of the setup to better understand the concept of FuzeDrive in terms of
the setup with Enmotus.
Figure 17) TPCE Configuration Diagram

Note:

4.2

For TPCE, follow the same rules as the previously described in Enmotus and Host Setup for
TPCC.

E-Series based Slow tier with Server SSD

The eight main TPCC data files are placed on a FuzeDrive that was composed of two HDD LUNs on the
E-Series plus a SSD RAID group inside the server. As in all other test cases in this paper, the tempdb
and the TPCC log file were located on a separate HDD Volume Group on the E-Series array.
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Figure 18) TPCC SSD Configuration

The hardware used for the SSD host based tests is listed below:

SuperMicro X9DRW7server, Xeon E5 2695 @ 2.4 GHz



16GB DDR3 Memory



LSI 6Gbit Mega RAID 3008-IR card



8 x Intel 3700 100GB SSDs.

4.3

E-Series based Slow tier with Server NVMe

For the TPCC test cases in this section, the data files are placed on a FuzeDrive that combined two HDD
LUNs on the E-Series plus an NVMe card inside the server. As in all other test cases in this paper, the
tempdb and the TPCC log file are located on a separate HDD Volume Group on the E-Series array.
Figure 19 is a pictorial presentation of the setup to better understand the concept of the FuzeDrive.
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Figure 19) TPCC NVMe Configuration

The FuzeDrive used 2 HDD LUNs in the E-Series so that the HDD LUN traffic was naturally distributed
across the A and B controllers in the array. The fast media was a single NVMe flash card. Eight 100GB
partitions were created on the FuzeDrive to create the eight LUNs used in the SQL test cases. The
tempdb and TPCC log files are placed on unique HDD LUNs in a different volume group on the E-Series
array.
Note:

In a production environment it is recommended that two mirrored NVMe flash cards be used.

Following is a list of the hardware that was used for the NVMe test cases:


Supermicro X9DRW-7 server



Intel Xeon E5-2695 @ 2.4GHz



16GB DDR3 memory



One Samsung 3TB NVMe flash card

5 Performance Analysis
This section provides an overview of the performance that can be expected by using Enmotus tiering
software with NetApp E-Series hardware when running TPC-C and TPC-E workloads.

5.1

TPC-C Results by Using E-Series HDD LUNs and SSD LUNs

The TPC-C results analysis is divided into two sections. The first section presents baseline numbers for
an all-HDD configuration with no Enmotus tiering. The second section presents performance numbers
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that are expected with 740GB of NL-SAS capacity that is fused with 200GB of SSD and uses an E-Series
E2724 array.

Baseline—TPC-C
Following are setup details to consider when analyzing the results:


Unless otherwise indicated, the number of workers is set to 35 for the purposes of this section.



All testing was carried out on an E-Series 2700 platform with NL-SAS drives.



DDP_1 (see Figure 10), where the data volumes were created, is set up from 30 NL-SAS drives.

TPC-C was executed with 35 workers on just NL-SAS drives to provide the baseline numbers. Figure 20
shows that we can expect around 5,000 IOPS with an average latency of 14ms.
Figure 20) TPC-C baseline for IOPS and latency.

Enmotus—TPC-C
Now that the baseline has been established, let us look at how Enmotus would help in the TPC-C
environment.
Following are setup details to consider when analyzing the results:


Unless otherwise indicated, the number of workers is set to 35 for the purposes of this section.



Testing was carried out by providing Enmotus tiering with 740GB of SSD as fast media, followed by
200GB of NL-SAS slow media.



There are three major tunable concepts for Enmotus, with potential parameters as shown in Table 9.

Table 9) Tunable Enmotus parameters.

Setting

Default Setting

Other Possible Setting

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block
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Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Fast Media Placement

Fast First
(Lower LBA Region)

Slow First



DDP_1 (Figure 10), from where we create the data volumes, consists of 30 NL-SAS drives.

TPC-C—740GB of SSD with E-Series Based Tiers
Following are an overview and a summary of the testing that we carried out with 740GB of SSD media as
a fast tier. The first run was carried out to understand Enmotus scalability. The test results that are shown
in Figure 21 are based on the settings that are presented in Table 10.
Table 10) TPC-C test settings summary 1.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Note:

To demonstrate the system scalability, the slow tier first policy was used for fast media
placement.

With 740GB of SSD, FuzeDrive volumes scale to ~35,000 IOPS with latency of about 8ms, versus
~5,000 IOPS at 14ms latency in the Baseline—TPC-C results. That result is a 600% increase in
performance with 740GB of SSD compared with NL-SAS HDDs only.
Figure 21) IOPS and latency with default settings—TPC-C and 740GB.
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The second run placed the fast tier (SSD) in the lower LBA region followed by the slow tier. The test
results that are shown in
Figure 22 are based on settings that are presented in Table 11.
Table 11) TPC-C test settings summary 2.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Fast First

Slow First

Yes

Additional testing was carried out by using all the default settings on Enmotus, which placed the fast tier
(SSD) in the lower LBA region followed by the slow tier. Considering the current setup, the fast tier first
setting did not make a difference because the SSD size (740GB) was approximately the same size as our
data volumes, 800GB (dbData1 to dbData8 – [100*8GB]).
Note:

The difference between the Fast First and the Slow First approach will become clearer when we
analyze TPC-C—200GB of SSD with E-Series Based Tiers and the TPC-E performance section
later in the document.

Figure 22 provides an overview of how similar Slow First and Fast First are for this setup.
Figure 22) IOPS and latency, Fast First versus Slow First—TPC-C and 740GB.

Considering that TPC-C has about a 20% write workload, we also executed tests with a Promote Policy
set to ReadWrite. The other parameters were the same. Table 12 presents a summary of the settings that
were used.
Note:
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Table 12) TPC-C test settings summary 3.

Setting

Settings Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO
ReadWrite IO

Read Block
ReadWrite Block

N/A

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Figure 23 provides an overview of how our current workload is helped with ReadWrite IO as the Promote
Policy. It provides a slight benefit in terms of IOPS and latency. Greater benefits of the ReadWrite IO
Promote Policy are obtained with workloads that have a higher write percentage.
Figure 23) IOPS and latency, ReadIO versus ReadWrite IO—TPC-C and 740GB.

TPC-C—200GB of SSD with E-Series Based Tiers
To demonstrate how Enmotus would behave and scale at lower SSD levels with the same workload, the
assigned SSD portion was reduced from 740GB to 200GB. All four of the Promote Policies were tested.
The settings that were used to test TPC-C with 200GB of fast media are highlighted in Table 13.
Table 13) TPC-C test settings summary 4.

Setting

Settings Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO
ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

N/A

N/A

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No
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Figure 24 provides an overview of the test results that were expected by running TPC-C tests with 200GB
of SSD as fast media with the Enmotus tiering solution. The following are the observations:


The system scales to about 35,000 IOPS, despite the 540GB reduction in SSD space. This result
shows the effectiveness of the Enmotus tiering algorithm.



With 200GB of SSD as the fast media, there was a 600% increase in IOPS versus baseline numbers.



Enmotus ReadWrite Block and ReadWrite IO provide an additional benefit in terms of scaling when
compared with ReadIO and Read Block, but the difference is not significant. As mentioned earlier, a
higher percentage of writes will change that.

Note:

Based on our testing, a major difference was not observed between ReadIO and Read Block and
between ReadWrite IO and ReadWrite Block. Therefore, NetApp recommends using ReadIO
when warm-up on reads is required and using ReadWrite IO when warm-up on reads and writes
is required.

Figure 24) IOPS and latency—TPC-C and 200GB.

We also conducted tests to see whether moving to Fast First would provide any benefit. Table 14
presents an overview of the settings that were used for this testing.
Table 14) TPC-C test settings summary 5.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Fast First

Slow First

Yes

Figure 25 shows how using Fast First helps in terms of IOPS scalability and latency.
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Figure 25) IOPS and latency, Fast First versus Slow First—TPC-C and 200GB.

Conclusion—TPC-C
Table 15 summarizes the main performance highlights of TPC-C and Enmotus. The observed results
show that Enmotus provides a significant benefit in terms of IOPS increase and latency decrease.
Table 15) TPC-C performance conclusion.

Test

IOPS

Latency

% Change from Baseline

Baseline (Figure 20)

5,000

14ms

N/A

Enmotus—740GB SSD (Figure 21)

35,000

8ms

IOPS: 600% increase
Latency: 43% decrease

Enmotus—200GB SSD (Figure 24)

35,000

12ms

IOPS: 600% increase
Latency: 14% decrease

5.2

TPC-E Results by Using E-Series HDD LUNs and SSD LUNs

The TPC-E results analysis is divided into two sections. The first section presents baseline numbers for
an all-HDD configuration with no Enmotus tiering. The second section presents performance numbers
that are expected with 740GB of SSD.

Baseline—TPC-E
Following are setup details to consider when analyzing the results:


Unless otherwise indicated, the number of workers is set to 25 for the purposes of this section.



All testing was carried out on an E-Series 2700 platform with NL-SAS drives.



DDP_1 (see Figure 17), where the data volumes were created, is set up from 30 NL-SAS drives.

TPC-E was executed with 25 workers on just NL-SAS drives to provide the baseline numbers.
Figure 26 shows that we can expect about 4,000 IOPS with an average latency of about 18ms to 20ms.
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Figure 26) TPC-E baseline for IOPS and latency.

Enmotus—TPC-E
With the baseline established, we explored the benefits that Enmotus provides on the E-Series platform.
Following are setup details to consider when analyzing the results:


Unless otherwise indicated, the number of workers is set to 25 for the purposes of this section.



Testing was carried out by providing Enmotus tiering with 740GB of SSD as the fast media.



There are three major tunable concepts for Enmotus, with potential parameters as shown in Table 9.



DDP_1 (Figure 17), from which we created the data volumes, consists of 30 NL-SAS drives.

TPC-E—740GB of SSD with E-Series Based Tiers
Following are an overview and a summary of the testing that we carried out with 740-GB of SSD media
as a fast tier. The test results that are shown in Figure 27 are based on the settings that are presented in
Table 16.
Table 16) TPC-E test settings summary 1.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Note:
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With 740GB of SSD, Enmotus scales to ~30,000 IOPS with latency of about 2ms, compared with the
baseline of 4,000 IOPS and latency of 18ms to 20ms. This result is a 650% increase in performance with
740GB of SSD.
Figure 27) IOPS and latency with default settings—TPC-E and 740GB.

The results in Figure 27 helped us understand system behavior with Enmotus and TPC-E. To further
understand system scalability, the number of workers was increased from 25 to 100. This approach
translates to testing the same setup with 4 times the workload. Table 17 provides an overview of the
settings that were used to test TPC-E with 100 workers.
Table 17) TPC-E test settings summary 2.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Figure 28 shows how well the system scaled. Even with 4 times the workload, latency was about 4ms at
40,000 IOPS. This result is a 900% increase in IOPS with about a 375% reduction in latency.
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Figure 28) IOPS and latency, 25 workers versus 100 workers—TPC-E and 740GB.

Testing was also carried out by using the default settings on Enmotus, as provided in Table 18.
Table 18) TPC-E test settings summary 3.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Fast First

Slow First

Yes

With Fast First on TPC-C (see the results in
Figure 22), a major difference was not observed because only half of the data placement was optimized.
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Figure 29 provides an overview of how Fast First is beneficial with TPC-E. We were able to scale to
35,000 IOPS in a matter of minutes with Fast First. Warm-up time is instant because the fast media is
placed where the active dataset is located during the initial setup.
Note:

When the system stabilizes, Slow First and Fast First will be similar. Fast First should be used
unless there is a specific reason to use Slow First.

Figure 29) IOPS and latency, Fast First versus Slow first—TPC-E and 740GB.

As mentioned earlier, there are two major tunable concepts with Enmotus, the Promote Rates and
Promote Polices. All our testing up to this point was carried out with the Promote Rate set to Aggressive
because it works well. However, to provide an idea about how the Normal and Slow Promote Rates work,
tests were conducted. Table 19 provides the settings that we used.
Table 19) TPC-E test settings summary 4.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes
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Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Rate

Aggressive
Normal
Slow

N/A

N/A

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Figure 30 provides an overview of how changing the Promote Rate affects the scalability that the system
achieves. The Aggressive or Normal Promote Rate should be selected, and the usage of Slow should be
restricted to special cases in which you want the system to scale over a period of time.

Figure 30) IOPS and latency, Enmotus Promote Rates—TPC-E and 740GB.
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These results reflect the effect of Promote Rate, but we also executed test cases to see how various
Promote Policies work with TPC-E. Table 20 provides the settings that we used.
Table 20) TPC-E test settings summary 5.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO
ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

N/A

N/A

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Figure 31 shows the IOPS and latencies that are associated with TPC-E and various Enmotus Promote
Policies. As with TPC-C, a major difference was not observed between the various Promote Policies.
Because of the write component that is associated with TPC-E workloads, ReadWrite IO and ReadWrite
Block provide better scalability.
Figure 31) IOPS and latency, Enmotus Promote Policies—TPC-E and 740GB.

Conclusion—TPC-E
Table 21 summarizes the main performance highlights of TPC-E and Enmotus. The observed results
show that Enmotus provides a significant benefit in terms of IOPS increase and latency decrease.
Table 21) TPC-E performance conclusion.

Test

IOPS

Latency

% Change from Baseline

Baseline (
Figure 26)

4,000

19ms

N/A
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Test

IOPS

Latency

% Change from Baseline

Enmotus—740GB SSD, 25 workers (Figure 27)

30,000

2ms

IOPS: 650% increase
Latency: 850% decrease

Enmotus—740GB SSD, 100 workers (

40,000

4ms

IOPS: 900% increase
Latency: 375% decrease

Figure 28)

5.3

TPC-C Results by Using E-Series HDD LUNs and Server-Based SSDs

In this section, test results show a large performance increase with the use of a tier that is composed of a
RAID group of SSDs in the server with E-Series HDD LUNs. This section is divided into two areas. It
starts with a description of the SSD configuration, followed by the results of using an Enmotus FuzeDrive
with an NVMe card.
Note:

The HDD baseline is identical to the baseline in section 5.1 because it uses the same E-Series
array configuration and the same host system.

Enmotus—TPC-C
The Enmotus FuzeDrive contains a policy-driven engine to tune the promotion and demotion activity, and
Table 9 shows the available parameters to use for tuning. To demonstrate different operational
conditions, several tests were conducted by using 400GB of flash media as the fast tier, including:
1. Testing that used all the default settings for Promote Policy, Promote Rate, and Fast Media
Placement
2. Testing that used the worst-case initial data placement
3. Sensitivity testing for multiple Promote Policy settings

Server-Based SSD Test 1: Operations with Default Settings
This test demonstrated the behavior of the FuzeDrive when all the default settings were used. Table 22
provides the test settings.
Table 22) Summary of default settings for server-based SSD tests.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Fast First

Slow First

Yes

This Fast Media Placement places the fast media (SSD) in the lower LBA region of the FuzeDrive,
followed by the slow media (HDD). This approach causes the first four of the TPC-C database files to be
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located on fast media and the last four database files to be located on slow media. Half of the active data
has optimized placement and half has deoptimized placement. The FuzeDrive detects this partially
deoptimized case and promotes only the required pages of the database file to fast media for optimized
performance. Figure 32 shows the measured performance in IOPS and latency over time for this test
condition.
Figure 32) IOPS and latency with the default settings for server-based SSD tests.

These measurements show that the peak performance of 60,000 IOPS was reached in less than one
hour while under a maximum load, and the latency at 60,000 IOPS was 5ms.

Server-Based SSD Test 2: Testing by Using the Worst-Case Initial Data Placement
This test demonstrated the behavior of the FuzeDrive when using all the default settings except for the
data placement. This test initially placed the active data on the HDD LUN and required the FuzeDrive
automated promotion feature to achieve peak performance. Table 23 provides the settings that we used,
and Figure 33 provides the results that were achieved.
Table 23) Summary of settings for worst-case data placement test for server-based SSD.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No
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Figure 33) IOPS and latency for worst-case initial data placement testing.

These measurements show that the peak performance of 75,000 IOPS was reached in three hours while
under a maximum load, and the latency at 75,000 IOPS was 7ms.

Server-Based SSD Test 3: Performance for Multiple Promote Policy Settings
This test was used to demonstrate the performance observed by users when selecting multiple Promote
Policy settings. Considering that TPC-C has about a 20% write workload, this test is good for showing the
performance differences. The Promote Rate parameters were left at the default settings, as shown in
Table 24.
Table 24) TPC-C test settings for multiple Promote Policy parameters for server-based SSD tests.

Setting

Settings Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO
ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

N/A

N/A

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No

Figure 34 provides the test results that were achieved.
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Figure 34) IOPS and latency, ReadIO versus ReadWrite IO.

Conclusion—TPC-C for Server-Based SSD
Table 25 summarizes on the main performance highlights of TPC-C and Enmotus. The observed results
show that integration with Enmotus and E-Series provides significant benefits in terms of increased IOPS
and lower latency. For the TPC-C tests, the different policy settings have similar performance levels.
Table 25) TPC-C performance conclusion for server-based SSD.

5.4

Test

IOPS

Latency

% Change from Baseline

Baseline HDD LUN

3,800

11ms

N/A

Enmotus using SSD in the server

75,000

6.9ms

IOPS: 1,873% increase
Latency: 37% decrease

TPC-C Results by Using E-Series HDD LUNs and Server-Based NVMe Flash

This section shows how a large performance gain is achieved by creating a FuzeDrive that combines
NVMe flash devices in the server with the NetApp E-Series HDD LUN. This section is divided into two
areas. The first section presents a baseline performance analysis with all data on HDD LUNs in the
E-Series. The second section presents the performance that was measured with an Enmotus tier that
used an NVMe card.

Baseline—TPC-C
Following are the setup details to consider when analyzing the results:


Unless otherwise indicated, the number of workers is set to 35 for the purposes of this section.



All testing was carried out on an E-Series 2700 platform.



The HDD LUN was created by using twenty 10K SAS drives.

Figure 35 shows the measured performance of 3,800 IOPS, and the average latency of 11ms is shown in
Figure 36.
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Figure 35) TPC-C baseline—IOPS.

Figure 36) TPC-C baseline—latency.

Enmotus—TPC-C by Using NVMe Flash Card
After the baseline had been established, we measured how a FuzeDrive from Enmotus would improve
the performance of a TPC-C test database.
The TPC-C test conditions were set to the following:


TPC-C testing is set to 35 workers for 500 warehouses.



Enmotus tiering software is used to create a FuzeDrive with the following characteristics:
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Two 400GB HDD LUNs in an E-Series array are used for the slow media portion of the
FuzeDrive.



The eight tpcc data partitions are located on the FuzeDrive.



An additional 750GB of HDD LUNs on an E-Series array is used for the tpcc log and tempdb
files.

The Enmotus FuzeDrive uses a policy-driven engine to set and modify the promotion and demotion
behavior, and Table 9 shows the parameters that are available to tune the policies. Table 26 provides the
settings that are available when NVMe capacity is used as the fast tier in the FuzeDrive.
Table 26) Tunable Enmotus FuzeDrive parameters when using NVMe flash card.

Setting

Default Setting

Other Possible Setting

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Fast Media Initial Placement

Fast First
(Lower LBA Region)

Slow First

To demonstrate different operational conditions, several tests were conducted by using the NVMe flash
media as the fast tier, including:
1. Operations with the default policy settings
2. Testing that used the worst-case initial data placement
3. Sensitivity testing for multiple Promote Policy settings

NVMe Test 1: Operations with the Default Policy Settings
This test used all the default settings on the Enmotus FuzeDrive. This initial configuration placed the fast
tier (NVMe) in the lower LBA region, followed by the slow tier. This approach causes the first four of the
tpcc database files to be initially placed on fast media and the last four database files to be located on
slow media. Half of the active data has optimized placement and half is deoptimized. The FuzeDrive
detects this partially deoptimized case and promotes only the required portion of the data to fast media to
optimize the performance.
Following are two charts that show the measured performance in IOPS and latency over time for this test
condition. Table 27 provides the settings that were used for test 1, and Figure 37 provides the results that
were achieved.
Table 27) Summary of default settings using NVMe flash card.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Fast First

Slow First

Yes
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Figure 37) IOPS and latency with default settings for testing with NVMe flash card.

These results show that performance started at HDD rates of ~3,800 IOPS, and after approximately 30
minutes, the performance accelerated to SSD levels. A shift in the average I/O size from 8KB to 32KB
occurred before the jump in performance. This same shift was also observed in all other test cases.

NVMe Test 2: Performance for Worst-Case Initial Data Placement
This test demonstrated the behavior of the FuzeDrive when using all the default settings except for the
data placement. This test initially placed the active data all on the slow media. This approach required the
maximum amount of data for movement by the FuzeDrive to achieve full SSD-level performance. Table
28 provides the settings that were used for test 2, and Figure 38 presents the results.
Table 28) Summary of the settings used in worst-case data placement testing for NVMe flash card.

Setting

Setting Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO

ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

Yes

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No
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Figure 38) IOPS and latency for worst-case initial data placement testing with NVMe flash card.

The results in Figure 38 show that peak performance was achieved in less than 2 hours while running
SQL Server and HammerDB at maximum speed. If the system is idle, all the required pages would be
promoted in 15 to 20 minutes.

NVMe Test 3: Sensitivity Testing for Multiple Promote Policy Settings
This test was used to demonstrate the performance observed by users when selecting the other Promote
Policy settings. Considering that TPC-C has about a 20% write workload, this test is good for showing the
performance differences. We used multiple settings for the Promote Rate parameters to measure the
observed performance differences. Table 29 provides the settings that were used for test 3, and Figure
39 presents the results.
Table 29) TPC-C settings for multiple Promote Policy options for tests with NVMe flash card.

Setting

Settings Used

Other Possible Setting

Default Used

Promote Policy

ReadIO
ReadWrite IO
Read Block
ReadWrite Block

N/A

N/A

Promote Rate

Aggressive

Normal
Slow

Yes

Fast Media Placement

Slow First

Fast First

No
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Figure 39) IOPS and latency for multiple Promote Policy settings for testing with NVMe flash card.

The results in Figure 39 show that a peak of 80,000 IOPS was achieved by all settings within 2 hours of
operations during a heavy load from the HammerDB. The latency at 80,000 IOPS was at 6.7ms. All the
test runs that used HammerDB and SQL Server changed the average I/O size from 8KB to 32KB, and the
increased latency at about 20,000 IOPS coincided with this increase in transfer size.

Conclusion—TPC-C by Using Server-Based NVMe
Table 30 summarizes the main performance highlights that were seen with TPC-C and Enmotus. The
observed results show that Enmotus provides a 2,000% benefit in terms of IOPS increase.
Table 30) TPC-C performance conclusion for Enmotus FuzeDrive using NVMe flash card.

Test

IOPS

Latency

% Change from Baseline

Baseline HDD LUN, Figure 35 and Figure 36

3,800

11ms

N/A

Enmotus FuzeDrive with NVMe

80,000

6.7ms

IOPS: 2,000% Increase
Latency: 40% Decrease

6 Fault Tolerance
The Enmotus and NetApp E-Series partnership can be successful only if fault tolerance/performance on
failure is addressed. Tests were carried out to determine the resiliency of this solution, which is
summarized in Table 31.
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Table 31) Failover testing.

Test Name

Test Description

Result

HIC Failure

To observe failover, tests were carried out
to simulate HIC failure.

All four paths through the HIC on
controller A were failed, along with
two paths on controller B; no
FuzeDrive errors were detected.
Traffic returned to normal after all
paths were restored.

Controller Failure

To check whether reset causes any panic
with FuzeDrive, controllers were reset
while traffic was running.

No errors were detected. FuzeDrive
did not panic, and traffic returned to
normal.

Drive Failure

Drive failure resiliency was tested by failing
multiple drives in Dynamic Disk Pools and
volume groups while traffic was running.

No errors were detected as long as
drives were failed in accordance
with the RAID level that was
assigned to the volume group and
Dynamic Disk Pool.

Drive Evacuator

To test the drive evacuator feature with
FuzeDrive, drives were failed and replaced
while traffic was running.

Both spinning and solid-state disks
were failed and were replaced
without any issues.

Drive Power Cycle

To check FuzeDrive resiliency, drives were
power-cycled through NetApp SANtricity®
storage management command line
interface while traffic was running.

No issues were detected with
FuzeDrive and drive power cycle.

Array Power Cycle

To check for any issues with FuzeDrive,
the E-Series storage array was powercycled.

No issues were detected with
FuzeDrive and array power cycle.

Note:

Tests were also carried out for segment size changes on the E-Series array. Errors were not
detected on the FuzeDrive, but it dropped the I/O rate significantly. Therefore, NetApp does not
recommend segment size changes unless they are absolutely necessary for an application to
function.

Enmotus eConfig also allows users to change Promote Policies and rates while I/O is running. Test
results showed that these changes can be made without any issues on the E-Series and FuzeDrive end.

7 Hybrid Economics
This report has presented the performance details about implementing the Enmotus solution into an
environment. Now this section covers examples of the economic value of going to a hybrid solution with
Enmotus. A few value points in particular should be noted:


With the Enmotus solution, an administrator can add performance even when the storage array
environment doesn’t have space for the faster tier. The performance tier can be added directly to the
server.



Administrators can choose the type of media that they want in the fast tier. NVMe technologies are
emerging in the market and will first appear in servers. With the Enmotus solution, administrators can
take advantage of this technology now.



Many environments require large capacity, which can be achieved with SSDs but at a higher cost.
Moving to the Enmotus solution allows administrators to provide targeted performance for systems
that need the performance and still provide capacity to the rest of the environment.
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7.1

Example Configurations

In this section, we make some basic assumptions so that we can analyze $/IOPS and $/GB calculations.
First we define three different environments, keeping in mind that the main advantage of the Enmotus
tiering solution is to provide targeted IOPS at an affordable price. Figure 32 presents the working
assumptions for the three environments.
All the following examples will vary depending on the specifics of the workload and the environment, but
they should provide a general guideline of how this technology can be deployed in your IT environment.
Table 32) Working assumptions.

Configuration

Details

Minimum capacity

40TB

Workload

8K random
80% reads, 20% writes

NL-SAS 80/20 single disk performance

70 IOPS

NL-SAS 80/20 single disk performance with
FuzeDrive

1,000 IOPS

Table 33 uses industry average pricing for a 2U12 enclosure with 6TB HDDs. The intent is not to show
the exact $/IOPS or $/GB numbers but to show the relative improvement, or difference, that can be
achieved with Enmotus FuzeDrive technology.
All solutions were sized based on required capacity (40TB) and required IOPS, which vary for each row in
the table. The solutions that did not include Enmotus are 100% NL-SAS solutions and in most cases are
capacity overprovisioned to meet the performance requirements. The solutions with Enmotus often had
additional hard drives added to meet the minimum capacity requirement. The IOPS requirements were
met with the FuzeDrive.
Table 33) Storage array example configurations.

Environment
Configurations

Description

Solution
Before
Enmotus

Solution
After
Enmotus

#1
700 IOPS from
the storage
system

This performance can be met with about 10 NL-SAS
HDDs.
There’s no real benefit to adding the Enmotus tiering
solution.

$/IOPS:
$40.00
$/GB: $0.46
Rack: 2U

N/A

#2
5,000 IOPS from
the storage
system

This performance can be met with about 72 NL-SAS
HDDs.
With the Enmotus solution, the HDDs could be reduced to
about 12, just to meet the capacity requirements of 40TB,
and adding approximately 3 SSDs.
With Enmotus, the environment gains the following
benefits:
 The solution goes from 12U down to 2U.
 The $/IOPS decreases threefold.
 The $/GB increases by $0.25/GB.

$/IOPS:
$24.00
$/GB: $0.28
Rack: 12U

$/IOPS:
$8.00
$/GB: $0.53
Rack: 2U
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Environment
Configurations

Description

Solution
Before
Enmotus

Solution
After
Enmotus

#3
20,000 IOPS
from the storage
system

This performance can be met with about 286 NL-SAS
HDDs.
With the Enmotus solution, the HDDs could be reduced to
about 20, just to meet the capacity requirements of 40TB,
and adding approximately 3 SSDs.
With Enmotus, this environment gains the following
benefits:
 The solution goes from 48U down to 4U.
 The $/IOPS decreases about 10-fold.
 The $/GB increases by $0.14/GB.

$/IOPS:
$22.00
$/GB: $0.26
Rack: 48U

$/IOPS:
$2.50
$/GB: $0.40
Rack: 4U

These configurations can be met in several ways; they could have been calculated with different capacity
hard drives or by using SAS instead of NL-SAS. The point is that with hybrid technologies, there are great
options that should be explored.

7.2

Targeting a Single Server in Your Environment

Section 7.1 and Table 33 showed information and dollar savings from an entire storage system
environment. Most of the time, this will not be the case with an Enmotus deployment. In most
environments, there will be a small number of servers that need the additional performance. In that case,
you would likely still purchase storage systems or use existing storage systems, but add Enmotus to the
servers that need the performance. That way, you do not have to purchase additional storage arrays. You
can add the flash capacity to the server and meet the required performance for the individual application
without spending additional money on expanding the existing storage environment.
For example, assume that your IT environment is similar to environment #1 in Table 33 and you are
operating somewhere around 700 IOPS. Then a new application is added to the environment that has a
performance requirement of 4,000 IOPS. You could add to the existing environment enough storage
spindles to meet the performance. A better option, however, is to put an SSD (or NVMe flash) in the
application server and meet the performance for the new application with little or no impact to the existing
storage environment.

8 Summary
Industry analysts are predicting a large shift to NVMe in the server starting in 2017. The goal of this
technical report is to highlight the advantages of deploying this technology into your environment to
accelerate either an entire storage system or just an individual application server.
The data center is changing as flash technologies become more mainstream. We believe that the next move
will be NVMe flash technologies, and we think that they will first appear in application servers. NetApp is happy
to partner with Enmotus to deliver what we believe will help you manage your data center as cost-effectively as
possible.
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